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  	Check the address for typing errors such as
    ww.example.com instead of
    www.example.com
	If you are unable to load any pages, check your computer's network
    connection.
	If your computer or network is protected by a firewall or proxy, make sure
    that &brandShortName; is permitted to access the Web.


">



  	Check the file name for capitalization or other typing errors.
	Check to see if the file was moved, renamed or deleted.


">



&brandShortName; can't load this page for some reason.
">



  	Web addresses are usually written like
    http://www.example.com/
	Make sure that you're using forward slashes (i.e.
    /).


">





The requested document is not available in &brandShortName;'s cache.	As a security precaution, &brandShortName; does not automatically re-request sensitive documents.
	Click Try Again to re-request the document from the website.

">



  	Press "Try Again" to switch to online mode and reload the page.


">



  	Please contact the website owners to inform them of this problem.


">



  	Please contact the website owners to inform them of this problem.


">









  	You might need to install other software to open this address.


">



  	Check the proxy settings to make sure that they are correct.
	Contact your network administrator to make sure the proxy server is
    working.


">



  	Check the proxy settings to make sure that they are correct.
	Check to make sure your computer has a working network connection.
	If your computer or network is protected by a firewall or proxy, make sure
    that &brandShortName; is permitted to access the Web.


">



  	This problem can sometimes be caused by disabling or refusing to accept
    cookies.


">



  	Check to make sure your system has the Personal Security Manager
    installed.
	This might be due to a non-standard configuration on the server.


">



  	The page you are trying to view cannot be shown because the authenticity of the received data could not be verified.
	Please contact the website owners to inform them of this problem. Alternatively, use the command found in the help menu to report this broken site.


">



  	This could be a problem with the server's configuration, or it could be
someone trying to impersonate the server.
	If you have connected to this server successfully in the past, the error may
be temporary, and you can try again later.


">


  	The site could be temporarily unavailable or too busy. Try again in a few
    moments.
	If you are unable to load any pages, check your computer's network
    connection.
	If your computer or network is protected by a firewall or proxy, make sure
    that &brandShortName; is permitted to access the Web.


">


Attack sites try to install programs that steal private information, use your computer to attack others, or damage your system.
Website owners who believe their site has been reported as an attack site in error may request a review.

">


Entering any personal information on this page may result in identity theft or other fraud.
These types of web forgeries are used in scams known as phishing attacks, in which fraudulent web pages and emails are used to imitate sources you may trust.

">


&brandShortName; prevented this page from loading in this way because the page has a content security policy that disallows it.">


The page you are trying to view cannot be shown because an error in the data transmission was detected.	Please contact the website owners to inform them of this problem.

">








You should not add an exception if you are using an internet connection that you do not trust completely or if you are not used to seeing a warning for this server.

&securityOverride.getMeOutOfHereButton;
&securityOverride.exceptionButtonLabel;
">


	Please contact the website owners to inform them of this problem.

">

  
  %globalDTD;
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        Server not found

      

      
      
      
      
        
        
          Firefox can't find the server at www.valsparpaint.com.

        


        
        
	Check the address for typing errors such as
    ww.example.com instead of
    www.example.com
	If you are unable to load any pages, check your computer's network
    connection.
	If your computer or network is protected by a firewall or proxy, make sure
    that Firefox is permitted to access the Web.
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